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3007 Modul : SMSLink

SMSLink
Predator SMSLink allows you to send SMS via Predator.
You can i.e. send reminders and payment details with KID by SMS to the
debtor.

Effectively

Profitable

Profit

save time by sending
out electronic
reminders with sms’s

minimum cost by sending out payment reminders electronically

SMSLink has documented clear improvement in
the collection results

SMSLink
By using Predator SMSLink you can send SMS
through Predator.
You can define templates for different text messages
(SMS) sent as reminders to the debtor’s cell phone.
The templates containing merge variables that
automatically retrieves information from the case of
Predator and delivers the message finished out the
cellphone to such debtor.
Examples of messages you can send to the debtor:
Notifications
Payment data with the KID
Repayment Information
Next due date and payment amount
Total unpaid and oldest unpaid installment
amount

in Predator. After this is done, the user can use the
selected tasks in workflows, installment schemes or
manually in case the Predator.
SMSLink can either be started manually or set up
the scheduler once per day, or how often you wish.
If an SMS is not sent due. lack of phone number,
you put up that you instead want to send a letter
or e-mail. Predator will automatically generate an
output data file which in turn addresses the SMS
messages from the selected service provider.
In relation to the authorization for use of the module
from the Commission and Inspectorate required
quality of the recipient’s mobile phone number.
This can be done automatically using modules for
washing.

In SMSLink it is easy to define different SMS
messages which can then be defined as activities
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